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The Mind Field 

 

(A paper written for The National Association for the Teaching of Drama’s “Journal for Drama in 

Education.” May 2014)          

           

  

  

We are naturally and necessarily self-dramatists because of the complexity of our experience and 

knowledge. We must combine unlike situations and disparate abilities into a liveable whole. To be 

both body and mind is contradictory because they each have needs that oppose the other. We may 

combine these things only by subsisting unstably in the contradiction. Because we know two and 

two are four we can think rationally. But we also think “outside” rationality, and we also think 

irrationally. We are born and die, and what is more irrational than death? – unless its birth. To 

encompass the irrational we use imagination, but often we then compound the irrational. We 

imagine the “highest” and the “lowest” and the most basic conclusions are held in dispute.  All 

progress in rational knowledge confronts us with the unknown – and often we sense that the 

unknown is like a trap hidden in our knowledge.  It is as if we saw the light only by walking on the 

edge of darkness.  All this is obvious. The question is: how do we combine these opposites into a 

human whole? Even if they once evolved to be complimentary, over time they became contradictory 

and antagonistic. We live in history, not evolution.  We are conscious that we are a “self” and that 

we live in a “site.”  That is not a problem in evolution because there animal and site are one.  The 

animal is part of its site and the resolution of incompatibilities is material. But how do we live in our 

site? Is there, or can there be, a sense in which our self is also our site, so that we would be at home 

in the world? This would not be resolved materially. Materially we only rent our lives. It would 

depend on “meaning.” How do we live in society? Society is always in conflict, so at any moment we 

may fall into discontent and conflict. If our self and site were one we would have become fully 

human, in the way that in evolution an animal is fully animal.  But it could not be a material 

resolution because the universe is indifferent to us. It would have to come from the self. To 

understand that we have to ask:  what guides us in resolving the contradictions and ambiguities in 

the self and in its relation to its site? What guide do we have in our self-dramatisation? 

 

We dramatise our self and interrelate contradictions in order to be a functioning and coherent self. 

Three things are predominant:  life, death and consciousness. Consciousness is aware of the other 

two things. These three things are a sort of sea in which the self and all that it relates to swim.  To 

the infant life is self-evident, and the symptoms of death are in pains and the obduracy and 

recalcitrance of facts. Consciousness identifies itself with the self but is aware of otherness, of the 

alien material, of the anti-self of the world. You can imagine a sort of “dual-self” that enables the self 

to be self-conscious but which has to bear the consequences of not being a self. It is as if the world 

were behind its back but it was also in that world. It is not a matter of the “unconscious” but of the 

condition of consciousness.  In a way the self appears to itself as “not itself,” not in the simple sense 

that there is an objective world outside it, but more radically, because the self has not chosen its site 

-- site in an extreme sense: it has not chosen reality. It is as disquieting and intractable as the 

question that troubles philosophers  “why is there anything instead  nothing?”  We may think a child 

would not ask this sophisticated question. The fact is that it is implicit in the child’s situation. It is 

that “sea” in which it swims. It opens a gap between self and site so that reality presents itself as 

either wounded or monstrous.  

 

Its necessary to keep our feet on the ground! -- we are raising the basic problem of being human. It 

is also the problem of drama. The problem could not be the cause of the first step to create an 

actual working, practical drama. Instead, that might have been taken by scavengers or hunters  

needing food, shelter and security. Perhaps this proto-drama was human sacrifice. Blood shed to fill 
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the gap, to propitiate the edge of darkness.  Why isn’t that enough? – if it was ineffective wouldn’t 

the solution be more sacrifices, a hecatomb of bodies, a sea of blood? And even much later, this is 

still being taught obsessively in early religious texts. But it is not comfortable to swim in a sea of 

blood. There was a change, and drama was created to respond to the questions I am asking. Drama 

is an alternative to force. By its nature it is committed to understanding. If a drama portrays a tyrant 

it does so as an alternative to the tyrant and tyrannical force. This simplifies our problem. The 

profoundest form of drama is tragedy. The tragic figure is not sacrificed. He or she is in an extreme 

situation which asks a question and he and she choose to answer it with their death. The purpose of 

drama is this: to state that the meaning of life is more important than life itself.  I said that the self 

has not chosen its site and in a way appears to itself as its “not self.” That has an ontological sense, 

but drama (which is not theological) socialises it. In the extreme situation (that must contain the 

“not self”) the tragic figure can be its “self” – avoid being the “not-self”  – only by choosing to die. 

That is the only way he or she can make their life into a meaning. Conscious humans have to 

dramatise themselves and it follows from our self-consciousness that there must be a “principle” to 

structure this self-dramatisation. Tragedy provides this “principle” by creating human meaning. This 

meaning does not relate to any particular historical culture or society. It is trans-historical. It moves 

us from evolution to history. The meaning is the meaning of tragedy itself. It closes the gap between 

self and site by making them one. When the self and the site become one the site is no longer just 

the situation on the site (which is the subject of the tragedy), instead the site becomes reality itself, 

so that the human self and reality are made one.  In drama imagination (not the fiction of 

drama)becomes reality.  This is not solipsism or a reified idealism -- self and reality are distinct from 

each other and reality is the physicist’s reality and it survives our death. But reality has no meaning -- 

and the self has no meaning outside drama. To be in reality I must have my own meaning and unless 

reality is in me reality has no meaning. In drama the self and reality become one and the relation is 

absolute. When the tragic figure chooses to die then for him or her reality ceases. But, in a formal 

way, reality exists because the tragic figure dies. What is at stake is the importance of humanness. 

Its importance is a general truth: human life is shared by humans, and the meaning the tragic figure 

gives to his or her life is a shared social human meaning. The tragic figure does not sacrifice his or 

her life for others. It is more fundamental than that -- he or she dies to give a meaning to their own 

life. That is fundamental because without their choice, no human life would have meaning. 

 

Drama is in the imagination, but in tragic drama imagination passes from the subjective to the 

objective.  It does this not in the sense that you can imagine a house and then later build it. Many 

human activities are of that sort. But in tragedy the act of imagination itself becomes real when the 

self and reality become one. Drama, the fictive replication of the duality of self and site in reality, 

brings this about when the tragic choice is made – the choice not only conceives the imperative to 

be human, it enacts it. And so reality itself enacts the human imperative. This releases humanness 

from the perverse corruption of ideology and restores it to the human self. The tragic choice makes 

Imagination real. It is through this that we survive our history. And through it, in time, society must 

be freed from ideology and the fanaticism that is its offspring. The consequences are enormous. Out 

of the last century, it means that Auschwitz is not the grave of humankind. Nor are Hiroshima and 

the other later places of atrocity. This follows when the tragic figure speaks the human imperative in 

the tragic confrontation:  that the meaning of life is more important than life itself. And as the self 

and reality are made one, reality itself enacts our humanness.  This is “The Mind Field” where the 

tangle of life and death, freedom and repression, the self and community, inheritance of the past 

and responsibility for the future, the street and the stage, is unravelled by the logic of humanness. It 

creates the logic of imagination and the logic of drama. Ultimately drama is the logic of being 

human. “The Mind Field” is analogous to a mine field because the logic is worked out through 

political and cultural struggle. 
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And we are teaching children to live. We do not confront them with the problems of death. We 

choose not to teach them these things. The point is they already know them. They are in “the sea in 

which they swim.” They do not consciously articulate them but they are the means by which they 

 

 

guide their own self dramatization. If this is not understood the taught know more than the teacher. 

 

Children should be happy and tragedy is the profoundest unhappiness. But since its beginning 

tragedy has been known to be paradoxical. Tragedy appeals to our humanness, in fact it pleads. I 

need not argue this because it follows from everything I am saying. Reductive rationalists such as 

Bernard Shaw objected to Greek and Jacobean tragedy and wanted to ban the Grimm Brothers 

stories because they introduced children to suffering and fear. (Shaw also proposed euthanasia for 

the criminally anti-social). But children have a gift for the deepest unhappiness. If an infant could not 

cry it could not learn language but only the rotation of tool-word-tokens. Grammar is ambiguous 

because it allows the self to speak to its own not-self. The ambiguity allows imagination to seek 

humanness in the meaningless chaos of reality. Tragedy shows that the meaning of life is more 

important than life itself. Tragedy enacts this meaning as an inviolable barrier beyond which we 

cannot travel – and if historically we appear to do so it is because the tragic has been captured by 

ideology and returned to us as a false reality. Ideology corrupts and perverts imagination and 

belongs to the contradictions in which we dramatise ourselves. Political, religious, cultural ideologies 

were needed in the historical struggle for knowledge, but all ideology depends on authority and 

ultimately on force. The tragic figure is autonomous and ideology and the tragic coincide only 

accidentally. In my own plays the tragic confrontation is the “Luke moment.”  Luke is a character in 

one of them but the moment occurs in all of them, even those written before I could articulate the 

problem. The moment in “Tune” is when Robert asks his mother to lie for him. He is a boy but the 

moment gives him the dignity of Orestes or Antigone. And when the schoolroom is used as a stage it 

has the authority of the theatre in Athens. This “Luke moment” of absolute self- confrontation is 

reflected in Kant’s categorical moral imperative. But Kant interpreted it too rigidly because he did 

not see that in that moment we become responsible for reality and do not merely conform to it. 

Kant was a philosopher, but the ultimate meaning of philosophy is drama. 

 

Our self-dramatization is guided by this tragic confrontation. We have to understand children’s gift 

of great unhappiness. One of Dostoevsky’s characters says that if one child suffers it proves there is 

no God.  Suppose you were faced with this choice: one child is to suffer the worst of all suffering – 

and this will free the rest of humanity from all suffering for ever. Would you allow the child to 

suffer? No. And If you asked every human being if the child should suffer so that he or she would 

not, each of them would say no: just as the tragic figure chooses for all humanity. Drama is the 

opposite of utilitarianism. Utilitarianism was one of the philosophies devised in the enlightenment 

when the idea of a morality imposed by God was no longer rational.  (It is an instance of Ideology’s 

insidious power that the twofold Christian God has a “Luke moment” in the crucifixion.) 

Utilitarianism is an early form of capitalist morality. After Auschwitz and Hiroshima no sane person 

can believe that morality is the happiness of the greatest number. 

 

For forty years we have lived in a social experiment. Its neo-liberal economy is based on the forced 

withering away of the welfare state. In its place it puts feudal extremes of wealth. The poor are 

poorer, the rich obscenely richer. I need not repeat the statistics. The philosophy of the market is 

simple:  there is no society. Instead everyone pursues their own self-interest and an invisible hand 

sorts out the chaos so that everything turns out to be for the best. No one has to choose, the 

invisible hand does everything for us and even the poorest benefit. Your place in the social ranking 

does not depend on your goodness and decency but on your natural ability or acquired skill. Some 

people will have to prey on others (if they didn’t there would be nothing for the invisible hand to do) 
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but to make it work everyone must co-operate. Everyone must consume.  Consumption must 

constantly increase to produce the profits that are invested to create the market and so everything 

must be made to be sold as quickly as possible and the market must constantly grow bigger. It is the 

law of economics.  Maynard Keynes said it would be better to pay people to dig holes and fill them in 

again rather than let them be unemployed because at least they would earn and be consumers. 

Today it would be better to produce trash for the market so long as advertisers could convince 

consumers they needed it. You may think no one would be antisocial enough to deliberately do that. 

As it happens that isnt necessary. Firstly there is no society – and secondly, when everything is made 

to be sold it must become progressively trashier.  All complexity, subtlety and ambiguity is bad for 

the market because it makes things harder to sell. So the more that’s sold the trashier everything 

must become.  The market must debase culture – and because morality is complex, subtle and 

ambiguous it must corrupt morality. Capitalism begins in selfishness and ends in infantilism. It is the 

law of the market. 

 

There is another way in which “The Mind Field” is also a mine field. Drama proves that the neo-

liberal economy corrupts culture.  The market drives out drama and in its place puts theatre. Already 

adult theatre is almost destroyed. I have never before known it to be so shallow and irrelevant. It is 

true that theatre can be used to teach salesmen to “bond” for the good of their company, and to 

train children in clever ways to impress company staff officers-- but it is theatre and not drama. 

Drama cannot lose its complexity, subtlety and ambiguity.  Robert cannot stop asking the question 

that gives him Orestes’ dignity. The young girl in “The Broken Bowl” cannot abandon the purpose 

that gives her the strength of Antigone.  And when the schoolroom is a stage it cannot be the 

supermarket floor.  Drama shows that the meaning of life is more important than life itself. That is 

why I have talked of tragedy and even the child’s great gift of unhappiness. It is a way of talking of 

joy and courage and young audacity. We live in one of the rare moments in history that decide what 

happens in two or three hundred years time or even longer. As the world gets smaller the problems 

get bigger. All these problems come to rest in the life of every child. In every child’s mind. Every one 

of us – teacher and child -- is the crisis of humanity.   Teachers who teach drama to children now are 

teaching it to children hundreds of years from now. 

 

Once when teachers looked at a classroom of children they knew that some would prosper more 

than others. Now many teachers know that whatever their subject – science, geography, languages, 

mathematics – they are teaching some of them to be second class, third class. . .nth class. . . because 

education is being turned into training to join the market and serve it. If ever that is what you had to 

teach you could not use drama to teach anything. You could not teach drama. 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


